Teton Ogre Adventure Race
2022 24hr Racer Update #1
Hello 2022 Ogres!
Thank you so much for registering for an awesome Teton adventure coming up this June. With snow still
covering the Tetons, we can’t believe that the 2022 Teton Ogre is less than three months away!
As race weekend approaches, we will be sending out several racer updates, each with very important
information crucial to your race planning. Team captains, please check in with your teammates and make
sure they are all getting these emails. Much of this information can be found on our website, specifically
on our Race Details page and our Gear List page, both of which we update periodically so please check
them often. Below are some important details, including info about boats for your race as well as some
great deals for you racers from our sponsors.

TEAM REGISTRATION
We have quite a few teams whose teammates have yet to register. Please check in with your teammates
and make sure everyone has signed up individually, and be sure that you all sign up with the same team
name so we know you are together.
The last day to register is June 11 (but it’s very helpful if you get it done before that, if possible). It's also
super helpful if we know of any team changes or cancellations as early as possible. So, if you have any
changes or even if you just anticipate a change, we'd love it if you could please let us know ASAP. :)

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ADVENTURE SERIES
The Teton Ogre is part of the Rocky Mountain Adventure Series, which is an awesome collection of
adventure races in the region. Race three or more RMAS races and your team could be eligible for a
great cash prize ($1600 for the top team!)
For more info and to view the race calendar, click here.

SPONSORS and NOT-TO-MISS DEALS FOR RACERS:
We couldn't put on the Teton Ogre without our amazing sponsors, most of whom have been supporting
us from the very beginning!
●
●

●

PEAKED SPORTS: A great sports shop in Driggs, ID. Offering all kinds of outdoor gear as well as
bike and boat rentals.
GARAGE GROWN GEAR: Founded by a local adventure racer and outdoor enthusiast herself,
Garage Grown Gear features a huge selection of independently owned small outdoor gear
brands. Use code OGREGEAR12 or follow this link for 12% off everything on site!
OUT THERE USA: Made for adventure racing, by a champion adventure racer himself. These
packs provide functionality that truly will help you race faster and smarter. We are not just saying
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that because they’re a sponsor…these packs are truly awesome and have really smart features
not found in other packs. Use code TetonOgre20 for 20% off your new pack!
KATE'S REAL FOOD: Locally owned and operated organic energy bar company. We don't race
without 'em! Absolutely delicious and nutritious.
BARRELS & BINS NATURAL MARKET: Located in Driggs, this community grocer offers everything
from fresh-pressed organic juice and smoothies, to all the energy food you'll need to get through
the Ogre.
PEAK PRINTING: Local print shop in Driggs, printing all our maps for the past nine years.

24-HOUR BOATS– IMPORTANT!!
This is a bring your own watercraft race! Due to permit and transportation limitations, boats must be
INFLATABLE. This could mean inflatable kayaks, pack rafts, or inflatable SUPs (prior experience
recommended). The paddling leg will be on moving flat water and you will be responsible for inflating
and deflating your boats during the race. Please note that all of this information can also be found on
our GEAR LIST page and we will make updates there as more details become available.
Due to our remote location, finding rental boats nearby can be a little tricky. A great bet may be to ask
friends if they have something you can borrow for the weekend. If that’s not an option, we have several
good options for you! Please read through the following list carefully and note that some places will not
accept reservations yet.
● Backcountry Packraft Rentals has offered a shipping discount and will ship all rafts and
equipment to us directly. We will have your gear ready for you at race check-in. If you decide you
want to go this route, reserve a raft soon and make sure you mention that you’re racing the
Teton Ogre.
● Teton River Supply in Driggs, ID. This rental company has a great selection of inflatable kayaks
and canoes, and will be offering a one-day rental for Ogre racers. Check the Gear List page on
our website over the next few weeks for updates on when you will be able to make a
reservation.
● Peaked Sports in Driggs, ID. This great local sports shop has a limited number of boats and will be
offering 20% off to Ogre racers. Check the Gear List page on our website over the next few
weeks for updates on when you will be able to make a reservation.
● BYU-Idaho Outdoor Recreation Center in Rexburg, ID. This could be a good option for those of
you traveling into the valley from the west. You will find great prices on rentals, but will need to
pick-up/drop off in Rexburg, Idaho. Please note they are closed on Sundays and reservations
can’t be made more than 30 days in advance.
● Rendezvous River Sports in Jackson, WY. This could be a good option for those of you traveling
into the valley through Jackson.

USARA REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
The winning 3-4 person coed team of the 24-hour Ogre will win a paid entry to the 2022 USARA
Nationals to be held in September in California. Train hard, race fast, and your team could win the golden
ticket!

A FEW WORDS FOR THOSE NEW TO ADVENTURE RACING
Welcome to the greatest sport there is! (In our humble opinion :)
Adventure racing requires a lot of planning and logistics, but it is SO totally worth it! You've already
tackled one of the biggest hurdles–finding a team and getting signed up!
-Start getting organized as early as possible! We know all the gear required can be overwhelming, but
the more you can be organized in advance (instead of the night before the race), the better your race will
go. Ask your teammates what gear they already have, what they need, and what team gear can be
shared. You can even decide in advance who is going to carry what.
-Team communication starts now. Who will be lead navigator and what is their experience level? Who is
the workhorse and can carry the heaviest pack? Who is in charge of logistics? What is your strongest and
weakest discipline as a team? What is your plan as a team if you get lost? Is everyone on the same page
as far as goals and expectations of each other? What kind of training is everyone doing?
-Part of the fun of AR is the unknown...no marked course, no idea of where we might be sending you, no
idea of what kind of terrain you might be in, etc. But this can also feel overwhelming when you're new
and not used to this kind of racing! Keep in mind that everyone has the same amount of information and
is in the same boat. As race directors, we will give you more and more information as the race
approaches, and many of your questions will be answered over time. That said, don't be afraid to reach
out to us with questions!
Please keep an eye on your inbox and on the website for future updates! In the meantime, feel free to
reach out with questions anytime.
We can’t wait to see you all in June,
Abby, Jason, and Aesa

